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digital communications device (including translation and interpretation). sholawatbasyairulkhairatpdf p6760f2f91.linux -
newbiethis linux forum is for members that are new to linux. just starting out and have a question? if it is not in the man pages or

the how-to's this is the place! notices welcome to linuxquestions.org, a friendly and active linux community. you are currently
viewing lq as a guest. by joining our community you will have the ability to post topics, receive our newsletter, use the advanced

search, subscribe to threads and access many other special features. registration is quick, simple and absolutely free. join our
community today! note that registered members see fewer ads, and contentlink is completely disabled once you log in. if you
have any problems with the registration process or your account login, please contact us. if you need to reset your password,
click here. having a problem logging in? please visit this page to clear all lq-related cookies. introduction to linux - a hands on

guide this guide was created as an overview of the linux operating system, geared toward new users as an exploration tour and
getting started guide, with exercises at the end of each chapter. for more advanced trainees it can be a desktop reference, and a

collection of the base knowledge needed to proceed with system and network administration. this book contains many real life
examples derived from the author's experience as a linux system and network administrator, trainer and consultant. they hope

these examples will help you to get a better understanding of the linux system and that you feel encouraged to try out things on
your own. the most difficult part for me was getting rid of x. i did that by using vnc and going directly to a linux console. this

worked really well until i needed to install two pcs. i installed x on both. x was on one and svr4 on the other. i ended up with two
locked up machines. after many (trying many) combinations of the xorg.conf file i finally got it to work. here is a version of the

xorg.conf file: section "serverlayout" identifier "svr4" option "lock" "true" endsection section "files" endsection section
"inputdevice" endsection section "monitor" endsection section "screen" endsection section "device" endsection section

"serverflags" endsection endsection i did not change the "depth" part of the section "screen". this is the default setting for the
vnc connection and let me use the entire screen. no matter where i moved the cursor it would move to the correct position. i was

reading someone's post about missing resolutions. i should mention that i was using vnc and using the frame buffer as the
resolution. you may be able to use one of the predefined resolutions, but my system is not set up that way. two questions: 1. how
do you get rid of the system v interface if it was not installed originally. the default is for that to be installed, but you can delete it

if you like. 2. if you are using vnc, can you do something with the frame buffer that it will actually use. i had this set up when i
was doing this, but i don't use that enough to be sure.
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